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Introduction:
Being the superintendent of Wagor International School and the CEO of
AIGC Innovation Academy, he is committed to promoting AIGC-related
applications. With a focus on education trends and digital learning, he has
authored several books on English language learning and offers free online
courses on YouTube related to ChatGPT, actively advocating for innovation
and AI in education. Additionally, he has earned nine national
championships in Taiwan and one regional championship in Asia through 
Toastmasters International.

Experience:
•  Executive Secretary for Taiwan's Open Education Consortium
•  Leader for Toastmasters International Speakers Bureau
•  TOEIC Propell Trainer in Taiwan
• TEDxSpeaker and TEDTranslator

https://www.meethaishuolee.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/haishuolee

Roy H.S. Lee
Superintendent,

Wagor International School / 
CEO, AIGC Innovation Academy

Host

https://tw.linkedin.com/in/collinsuen
https://www.linkedin.com/in/haishuolee/


Introduction:
Nicole has extensive interdisciplinary experience across the fields of law, 
technology, and culture and creativity. In 2013, she became the Director of 
Science & Technology Law Institute at the Institute for Information Industry
�III�, and in 2016, she became the Chairperson of the National
Communications Commission �NCC�,where she helped to harmonize the
positive interactions among the telecommunications, communications, and
information industries. Currently, she is the Chairman of the Artificial
Intelligence Foundation �AIF�, and is committed to promoting the application, 
standardization and production of AI, hoping to contribute to the    overall 
transformation of the industry through the integration of experts from 
different fields, while actively building trust in the development of AI 
applications.

Experience:
• Vice Chair, ICANN ASO �Address Supporting Organization�

•   Head of International Affairs Committee, Taiwan Network Information 
Center �TWNIC�

• Chairperson, Advancement Association for Digital Textile �AADT�
•   Board Director, DotAsia Organization

https://nicole4532.medium.com/
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Nicole T. I Chan
Former Chairperson, National

Communications Commission (NCC)/
Chairman, Artificial Intelligence

Foundation (AIF)

https://nicole4532.medium.com/


Introduction:
He has published more than 180 articles with other scholars in the field of
information and artificial intelligence. Currently, he is the Director of the AI
Research Group at the National Electronics and Computer Technology
Center �NECTEC� and the Vice President of the AI Association of Thailand
�AIAT�. NECTEC is a research and development organization under the
Ministry of Higher Education, Science, Research and Innovation in Thailand 
focusing on advanced technologies in electronics, computing, and
information technology. AIAT is the largest AI research non-profit
organization in Thailand, dedicated to accelerating global and local
progress in the innovation, implementation and development of new AI.

Experience:
• Director of AI Research Group, NECTEC
• Vice President, AI Association of Thailand

Dr. Thepchai Supnithi
Director of AI Research Group,

NECTEC / Vice President,AI
Association of Thailand
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/thepchai-supnithi-3071431a/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/thepchai-supnithi-3071431a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/thepchai-supnithi-3071431a/


AI Education Summit "Sustainable AI Education for All" Pre-session Discussion

Educational Applications

p Explores  how AI  is  transforming teaching  methods,  including  the  use  of  AI
teaching  assistants,  personalized  learning,  and  intelligent  tutoring  systems,
among other applications.

1.  What experiences have been shared regarding the application of AI technologies
in the education sector?

2.  What  benefits  do  AI  teaching  assistants,  personalized learning, and intelligent
tutoring systems offer to teachers and educators?

3.  What impact does AI technology have on teaching quality and learning outcomes,
whether positive or negative?
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Education - Reimagine
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for AI Era









Statistical Results for All Professions 
(n=1016)





However, statistics for all professions may 

be misleading because many occupations 

are in decline.





O*Net also provides many other categories. 

Here, we specifically focus on two pieces of 

information: Bright Outlook and STEM.





It's important to note that within the 

categories of Bright Outlook (n=386) and 

STEM (n=288), there is almost a complete 

overlap between STEM and Bright Outlook.



If we specifically examine the skills 

associated with Bright Outlook and STEM, the 

statistical results would be as follows:





AI Tutor - Does it Really Work?









Few more things to note 









AI Education Summit "Sustainable AI Education for All" Pre-session Discussion

Educational Equity
p How can AI facilitate or provide equal learning opportunities, avoiding the

widening gap in teaching or learning disparities?
1. In the current education system, how can AI technology be used to promote educational equity   

and    prevent   further    expansion   of   the    digital   divide?    Given   the   varying backgrounds 
and economic conditions of students, how can more students have access to relevant educational 
resources?

2.  How  can  personalized  teaching  be  achieved  to  help  every  student  receive  a  learning 
experience that suits them?

3.  In the process of promoting AI in education, how do we overcome potential differences in race, 
region, or economic background, ensuring every student benefits equally? Please share the 
approaches taken by Taiwan and Thailand in response.

4.  How  can  we   balance  technological  innovation  and  teaching   methods  to  ensure  the quality 
of teaching remains high?
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AI Education Summit "Sustainable AI Education for All" Pre-session Discussion

Digital Transformation and Trust

p What are the  main  challenges  businesses  face  in the  application of AI technology?

p How does AI technology facilitate digital transformation in businesses and
effectively address potential security threats?

1.   While advancing AI technology development, how can personal privacy and data security be
protected? What are some effective privacy protection measures?

2.   In the face of growing data security threats,  what measures should businesses take to
effectively prevent and respond to potential security risks

3.   Under the push for AI-driven digital transformation,  organizations may face challenges related
to organizational change and cultural impact. How can these be addressed?

4.   During the digital transformation process,   how can a trustworthy data ecosystem be 
established to promote the secure sharing and cooperation of data?
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AI Education Summit "Sustainable AI Education for All" Pre-session Discussion

International Experiences and Cooperation Discussion
(Dialogue with Organizations and National Theme Development)

1.  Could you share benchmark cases of AI technology application in the education sector from around
the world? What insights and lessons can be learned from the experiences of other countries?

2.    How can international exchange and cooperation in the field of AI education be promoted? What
are some effective models or mechanisms for cooperation? (Considerations for cross- border
cooperation, such as cultural differences, etc.)

3.    How do differences in educational systems and cultures between countries affect the
development of AI education? How should these differences be adapted to and resolved?

4.    In the process of promoting sustainable development in AI education, how should countries work
together to achieve a broader impact and mutual benefits?

5.    How can countries collectively address the ethical and social issues that may arise from AI in 
education, ensuring the development of AI education aligns with ethical standards and 
societal values? (Issues of literacy)
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